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BUSINESS EMAIL
COMPROMISE PROTECTION
Get Mailbox-Level Protection To Prevent And Detect
Bec Threats In Progress

The Fbi Estimates Over $26 Billion In Losses Reported From Global Bec Attacks
Since June 2016
Email is insecure by default. Unfortunately, even newer protocols like DMARC don’t go deep enough to confirm
users’ identities, email content, or links. Secure email gateways (SEGs) struggle to protect against business email
compromise (BEC) attacks. SEGs do not operate at the mailbox-level and cannot review previous communications
for sender recipient anomalies. SEGs rely heavily on lists of known malicious email domains to filter emails from these
known domains. For sophisticated attackers, they slip by undetected.

Unique Fingerprinting Technology Helps You See And Act
Our hybrid human intelligence (HI) and machine learning (AI) solution works in real time to answer a simple, yet very complicated
question: Who is sending what?

Go Beyond DMARC To Protect Against BEC
By examining the sender’s IP address, historical communications, and other metadata, IRONSCALES develops an individualized
fingerprint for each sender. Our solution also inspects DMARC implementation, Sender Policy Framework (SPF), and Domain Keys
Identified Mail (DKIM) to round out each sender’s fingerprint.
Only then can you determine the sender’s true identity, the content, and context of the communication. IRONSCALES
authenticates all emails and automatically flags suspicious emails. End-users can make smarter and quicker decisions regarding
emails with one-click.

Engage Employees As Part Of The Solution
IRONSCALES authenticates all emails and automatically
flags and remediates suspicious emails. End-users can also
make smarter and quicker decisions regarding emails with
one-click

Identify And Stop Non-Signature-Based Threats
IRONSCALES delivers patented machine learning algorithms and deep scans at the mailbox-level. Our sophisticated technology,
combined with ongoing user behavioral analysis (people, relationships, and end-user behavior) combats impersonation and
spoofing proactively. Now you can detect and remove malicious messages that get through your SEG the second they hit an inbox.

“
“

Compared to ransomware, the situation for protection against BEC looks bleak. Strong
SEG and email server security products combine sender reputation with outlier anomaly
detection, content analysis, lookalike domain detection, and recipient relevancy to
detect and tag such messages. Organizations’ SEGs that do not have these capabilities
will need a replacement.
Gartner Market Guide for Secure Email Gateways 2019

“People used to send me e-mails all the
time ‘should I open?’... no more...this
is a huge time saver.
--Service Desk Technician -- Financial Services

Key Features And Benefits
Utilizes Natural Language Processing to look for typical BEC language
Run in the cloud, on-premise or through a hybrid model for Office 365 and G Suite support
Detect anomalies and non-signature-based threats missed by SEGs
Requires absolutely no changes to MX records, reducing IT stress and workload burdens
Analyzes user email patterns and behavior to remediate threats in real time
Presents clear, color-coded warning banners makes it easy for employees

The Power Of Now
A Self-Learning Email Security Platform to Stop
Tomorrow’s Phishing Attacks Today
For both security professionals and end-users, we
offer a single platform with push-button protection,
giving you simplicity and speed for accelerated
visibility and control. Our platform works from the
inside out to protect your organization of any and all
types of phishing attacks, especially those that get
past traditional SEGs.

Come Get The Power Of Now. ironscales.com
Everything is just a click away, from initial installation to threat identification and removal.
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